Angles used in the steel towers are commonly connected by bolts and lap joint is used. Lap joint will generate an eccentricity; secondary bending moment due to this eccentricity will be subjected to the member and a�ect to the strength. However, design formula that can evaluate the e�ect of eccentricity is not shown clearly. To clarify this issue, �rstly, full scale testing are conducted. Secondly, �exural buckling strength than can evaluate the di�erence of bending sti�ness of connected angles and the eccentricity of lap joint is derived. Finally, e�ective slenderness ratio of the angle member with lap joint is proposed.
(16) 式および (17) 式より，Fig.10(c) に示す変形時の座屈耐力 P r と Fig.10 Transmission steel towers and radio communication steel towers, where the size is less than middle, are usually constructed by angle members.
Angles in the towers are commonly connected by bolts and lap joint is used. Lap joint will generate an eccentricity; secondary bending moment due to this eccentricity will be subjected to the member and a�ect to the �exural buckling strength. Currently, structural design of the steel towers follows two To clarity the e�ect of eccentricity due to lap joint, �rstly, full scale testing were conducted in this study. Moreover, di�erence of bending sti�ness of connected angles will a�ect to the strength; therefore, this parameter is also included in the testing. Test parameters are location of the lap joint, di�erence of the bending sti�ness of connected angles, and member length (i.e., slenderness ratio). From the testing, following results were observed.
(1) Location of the lap joint a�ected the �exural buckling strength even if the connected angles were same sizes. The specimen where the joint was located L/4 in the member showed smaller strength than the specimen where the joint was located at the middle (L/2) of the member (L is member length).
(2) Di�erence of bending sti�ness of connected angles a�ected the �exural buckling strength. The strength of the member which had di�erent size of angles decreased compared to the strength where the member was composed with same size. Di�erence of angle sizes will change the amount of eccentricity at the joint and also changes the equivalent bending sti�ness of the member.
(3) Flexural buckling deformation in elastic range showed two patterns. Specimens where the joint was in the middle of the member showed maximum deformation at the end of the lap joint. On the other hand, specimens where the joint was in L/4 of the member showed maximum deformation at the middle of the member.
Observation from the testing showed that di�erence of bending sti�ness of connected angles, location of lap joint, and eccentricity according to the lap joint shall be evaluated to estimate the �exural buckling strength. To evaluate these parameters, Rayleigh-Ritz method and energy equilibrium theory were applied. Based on Rayleigh-Ritz method, �rstly, di�erence of bending sti�ness of connected angles without eccentricity was evaluated; coe�cient that can be used to evaluate this e�ect was derived. Secondary, based on energy equilibrium theory, e�ect of eccentricity at the lap joint and location of the joint was evaluated; coe�cient that can be used to evaluate these e�ects was derived. Finally, coe�cients and are incorporated to evaluate the �exural buckling strength of angle member with lap joint.
Utilizing the derived �exural buckling strength, e�ective slenderness ratio which is useful to evaluate the �exural buckling strength is proposed.
Proposed formula was validated with the test results, and reasonable results were con�rmed. 
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